Welcome to the Highland Regional Council
MARITIME SITES AND MONUMENTS RECORD

Site Code: NM74SW 6  OS Grid Reference: NM72744074  Qualifier: L

County: Argyll  District: Lochaber  Parish: Morvern

Lat: 56 30 12.0 N  Long: 005 41 95.0 W  Charts: 2171, 2378, 2390

Status:  Period/Date: LM  Dating Method: DOC  Condition: Excavated

Depth: 0.0 m  0 Fthms  9 Gen Depth m  Site Orientation: ENEWSW

GENERIC TYPE (function): VESSEL

Site Name: FILEAN_RUBHA_AN_RIDIRE
Vessel Name: DARTMOUTH

Alternative Name:

Classification: FIFTH_RATE, 32_GUNS
Date of Loss: 09/10/1690
How Lost: Wrecked
Propulsion: Sail
Place of Registry:
Departed from:
Destination:
Nationality: BRITISH
Cargo:

Dimensions:
Length: 80 ft.  Length: 24 m.
Draught: 0 ft.  Draught: 0 m.
Beam: 25 ft.  Beam: 8
Tonnage: 260 G  Tonnage:

Site Name: DARTMOUTHFILEAN_RUBHA_AN_RIDIRE

Description: WRECKED IN A STORM, DRIVEN ASHORE AND SUNK. (SHIPS OF RN, Vol.1).

Excavation Reports: Adams, J. R. 1974 The Dartmouth, a British Frigate wrecked off Mull, 1690. International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 3.2 pg 269-74
Martin, C. J. M. 1978 The Dartmouth, a British Frigate wrecked off Mull, 1690. 5: The Ship. IJNA 7.1 pg 29-58

Surveying Details:

0  H3954/70 19.11.73 LOCATED IN 563012N, 054155W
49327

1  IN 15-30FT OF WATER. (BRISTOL UNDERSEA UNDERSEA ARCHAEOLOGY GROUP).
49327

2  H2529/74 17.5.74 DESIGNATED AS AN HISTORIC WK.
49327
(STATUTORY INSTRUMENT 458/74).
H1270/79 12.2.79 HISTORIC WK PROTECTION REVOKE

D. (STATUTORY INSTRUMENT No.6/79).
H5249/76 10.6.82 IRON CANNON, ANCHORS, AND SOM

E TIMBER SHOWING. (DIVER, 1982).
23.9.91 SUBSTANTIAL SURVEYING AND SALVAGE HAS TAKEN PLACE. ARTEFACTS ARE IN SCOTTISH MUSEUM. SITE NOW COMPLETELY KELP-COVERED SINCE 1985.

E WORK ON SITE CEASED. (DIVE NW SCOTLAND - G RIDLEY. [PUBLISHED 1985]).

HA141/02/01/03 19.12.91 SIGNIFICANT ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE REMAINS ON THE SITE. CORRECT POSN IS 563011.5N, 054157W AND A RADIUS OF 50M TRS WOULD INCLUDE ALL ASSOCIATED MATERIAL. A MODERN WK, PART OF WHICH PROJECTS ABOVE THE SURFACE, LIES NEARBY. (ADU REPORT No.ADU 91/17). TO BE RE-DESIGNATED AS AN HISTORIC WK.

HA141/02/01/04 9.7.92 AREA, RADIUS 50MTRS, CEN TRED ON 563011.5N, 054157W, RE-DESIGNATED AS A RESTRICTED AREA UNDER PROTECTION OF WRECKS ACT 1973. (STATUTORY INSTRUMENT No.1229(S.123)/92).

Associated Documents: yes

Hydrographic Office Reference/key_field=

Square Number 49 Number within Square 32 Check Digit 7 49327

Last Nav Data Amnd 9/7/92 Last Pos Change 19/12/91 Prev Pos Change 0/0

Last Pos Latitude N5630120 Last Pos Longitude W00541550